
Cogention LLC Announces Strategic Alliance 
with Jenica Oliver, Fractional CMO and founder 
of Blueprint Marketing Group LLC 

 
 
December 29, 2020 2:06 am - Dallas, TX, December 28, 2020, 21:00 CST - - Cogention LLC (the 
'Company') today announced that it has formed a strategic alliance with Jenica Oliver, founder 
of Blueprint Marketing Group LLC and fractional Chief Marketing Officer. 
 
This strategic alliance will enable Cogention client organizations to access the expertise of a 
Chief Marketing Officer with more than two decades of experience as a marketer within 
middle-market organizations, and as a leader of a fractional C-Suite marketing advisory firm. 
 
“Prior to the pandemic, the fractional support model was the perfect staffing solution for mid-
tier and growing organizations managing tight P&Ls. Companies enjoy the benefits of an 
executive level resource at a fraction of the cost of hiring a full time C-Suite executive. 
Unfortunately, the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic caused a number of mid-tier companies to 
furlough and separate more people resources than they likely could afford while maintaining 
their daily operations, making fractional support all the more relevant.” said Jenica Oliver, 
Founder and fractional Chief Marketing Officer of blueprint marketing group, llc. She continued, 
“Now, more than ever, fractional C-Suite on-demand services will be the staffing solution that 
allows companies to get back to business or gain access to the much needed C-Suite level 
experience to remain open or re-open profitably. So, it just makes sense to align with other 
first-in-class executives like John Fink, Founder of Cogention, to broaden our reach and serve 
our clientele with excellence.” 
 
“Aligning with Jenica, and thereby accessing the resources at Blueprint Marketing Group, is a 
major win for Cogention. We are excited to introduce her to the Cogention client base and 
broaden our offering.” said John Fink, Founder of Cogention and fractional Chief Financial 
Officer. “Jenica’s experience in the Consumer Packaged Goods and Quick-Service Restaurant 
industries will be particularly valuable to Cogention, in our efforts to reach more deeply into 
those market areas.” 
 
ABOUT COGENTION 
Cogention, LLC www.cogention.com is a US-based fractional C-Suite enterprise, focused on 
adding the value of an experienced C-Suite Leader, or entire team, to a client organization on 



an as-needed basis. The Company engages with client organizations on a full or part-time basis, 
for a defined period, or indefinitely. Cogention fractional C-Leaders primarily serve startup 
organizations and middle-market organizations, with annual sales topping out at approximately 
$350M. Principal offices are located in Dallas, Texas, and available personnel and resources are 
distributed nationally. Cogention fractional C-Leaders engage with client organizations at client 
sites or remotely. 
 
ABOUT BLUEPRINT MARKETING GROUP LLC 
Blueprint Marketing Group, LLC is a fractional Chief Marketing Officer firm, with a focus on 
defining and implementing B2C brand marketing solutions quickly and cost-effectively. 
Solutions are tailor-made and may include strategic overlays, innovation and customer insight 
analysis, advertising and media needs analysis and sourcing, and tactical initiatives. Blueprint 
Marketing Group, LLC is based in Dallas, Texas. 
 
For more information, visit: https://cogention.com/ 

https://cogention.com/

